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The unbundling of electricity industry introduced new objectives and requirements in transmission expansion planning. In this paper, a multi-stage transmission expansion methodology is presented using a multi-objective optimization framework for maximizing
absorbed merchant investment in the bulk transmission system. Investment cost, congestion cost and merchant investment are considered as three optimization objectives. The genetic based Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm ( NSGA II ) is used to to
overcome the difficulties in solving the non-convex and mixed integer optimization problem. Then, fuzzy decision is applied to
obtain the most preferred solution. The planning methodology is applied to the IEEE 24 bus test system to show feasibility of the
proposed algorithm.
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I

I NTRODUCTION

The unbundling of electricity business has raised new challenges for transmission planners. As discussed in [1], a sound
transmission expansion planning strategy could handle the following challenges and requirements:
• A cost-benefit approach instead of classical least cost approach
• Stakeholders requirements with different and mostly conflicting goals
• Financial and physical uncertainties due to the unbundling
process
For handling above requirements, a multi objective framework presented in [1, 2] for modeling transmission expansion
problem. By applying a posteriori approach for solving
the multi-objective optimization problem, a new framework
was presented which could handle different objectives and
would enable the planner to find the optimal plan based on a
cost-benefit analysis. This framework is used and extended in
this paper to deal with a new objective: maximizing Absorbed
Merchant Investment.
Just like other infrastructure projects, bulk power transmission
system needs a huge investment for reliable operation. Lack
of investment to enhance transmission grid will result power
outage in large area power outages in Northeast US on August
14 , 2003 which affected more than 20 million consumers, six
control areas and shut down 61 GW of generation capacity [3].
Because of budget constraints, regulatory entities such as
TransCos and RTOs cannot invest adequately in transmission
expansion projects and are more concern about involving
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private sector for investing in merchant transmission projects.
The transmission network has a vital role in new electricity
market because it should provide a nondiscriminatory environment for all market participants. Merchant transmission
projects were intended as a market-driven solution to keep the
electric market competitive. In general, there are two types
of transmission projects: reliability-driven and market-driven
projects. Reliability-driven projects are built to maintain system
reliability and security based on bulk transmission reliability
criteria such as N-1 criterion [4, 5]. Market-driven projects
are those which improve market competition and serve load
serving entities with cheaper energy. The TransCos are not
obliged to invest in market-driven projects and these projects
should be addressed by merchant investors. Since merchant
investors objective is to maximize their profit, in this paper a
multi-objective model is proposed to consider TransCos and
merchant investors objectives. Thus the main contribution
of this study is to present a novel model for transmission
expansion planning problem which can identify profitable
plans in a central planning approach and consequently absorbing merchant investment and relaxing budget constraints on
regulatory bodies. Three defined objectives in this study are
minimizing investment cost and congestion cost (maximizing
social welfare); and maximizing absorbed merchant investment.
The proposed approach can simultaneously consider different
stakeholders objectives and goals such as regulatory objectives
and private investors objectives.
This paper is organized as follows. After an overall review of
the merchant investment and transmission pricing in Section
III, the mathematical formulation and optimization process are
presented in Section IV followed by a case study demonstrating
the capabilities of the proposed method in Section V. Finally,
conclusions are given in Section VI.
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tion. Using a multi-objective optimization model, a set of nondominated solutions is generated by the algorithm demonstratII M ERCHANT I NVESTMENT
ing their trade-offs.
Thus, the planner can select the best compromise solution acA A. Combined Regulatory-Merchant Mechanism for Transmission
cording to different objectives and requirements by the fuzzy
Expansion Planning
satisfying method as a decision making process.
All the works presented in the literature about transmission exIn the next section, first of all the objectives are formulated and
pansion planning can be classified into two categories:
then optimization method, fuzzy decision making and the pro• Those which not address merchant investment [6–10]
posed algorithm will be described.
• Those which consider merchant investment as an option
for transmission expansion with in decentralized approach A Minimization of Total Social Cost
[11–13]
The first objective of the proposed strategy is to minimize the
However, there are few works on centralized combined regu- Net Present Value (NPV) of the investment cost during the planlatory and merchant investment model for transmission expan- ning horizon. This objective can be formulated as:
sion planning. After major blackouts in 2003 that are generally
X X
cij nij (ty )
regarded as partially being due to insufficient transmission ca(1)
M in f1 =
(ty −T0 )
pacity, centralized planning is currently receiving more attenty ∈T (i,j)∈Ωl (1 + D)
tion [14] because this approach can consider bulk transmission
reliability and economic performance requirements more effi- The second objective is to minimize the NPV of total congestion
ciently.
cost over the planning horizon. Minimizing the congestion cost
Based on the centralized planning approach, addressing regula- means improving market performance in deregulated electricity
tory and private sector objectives needs a multi-objective model markets. Thus the second objective can be formulated as:
for considering these conflicting objectives and goals. The planX
CC(ty )
ner should address the merchant investors requirements for abM in f2 =
(2)
(t −T )
sorbing more private investment. Thus, a multi-objective model
(1
+
D) y 0
ty ∈T
is presented which could detect profitable merchant projects and
maximizing merchant investments.
Objectives (1) and (2) are subjected to long-term and short-term
B

Transmission Pricing

Transmission pricing has a vital role in absorbing merchant
investment. Incentive-based mechanisms are necessary to
promote merchant investment. Optimizing the transmission
revenue stream over the life of the project will incentivize the
private sector to invest in transmission projects.
According to economic theory, a transmission rate should send
the right economic signals to achieve the most efficient use
of the transmission grid. Many usage-based [15], marketbased [12] and financial-based (FTRs) [16] transmission
pricing schemes proposed in the literature which is beyond the
scope of this paper. In this paper the well-known MW-Mile
methodology [17] is adopted for calculation of transmission
revenues while other pricing methods can be incorporated in
the proposed transmission expansion algorithm simply.

III

P ROPOSED S TRATEGY

In this paper, it is assumed that the transmission planning is
managed by a regulated organization whose main interest is to
improve competition among market players or to maximize the
social welfare while maintaining the system reliability. Thus,
the main objective is to minimize investment and congestion
costs. It can be shown that this objective is equivalent to maximizing the social welfare [1, 18].
Besides above objectives, the proposed planning methodology
will detect profitable expansion plans and maximize total absorbed merchant investment. This objective can relax budget
constraints of the regulatory entity and improve market opera-

constraints. The long-term constraint is as follows [1]:
0 ≤ nij (ty ) ≤ n̄ij (ty ) ∀(i, j) ∈ Ωl

(3)

The short-term constraints are hourly DC load flow constraints:
sT f + g + r = d
fij −

γij (n0ij

(4)

+ nij )(θi − θj ) = 0

0 ≤ g ≤ ḡ , 0 ≤ r ≤ d
|fij | ≤ (n0 + nij )f¯ij
ij

(5)
(6)
(7)

All variables in (4) are hourly parameters except for the number
of added circuits nij . For the sake of simplicity time indices in
(4) are removed.
The market operation should be formulated for calculating annual congestion cost and load curtailments. Considering the Locational Marginal Price (LMP) based market [19] the operator
(ISO) would minimize the hourly social cost (HSC) as follows:
Min HSC =

ng
X

Ci (gi (th )) −

i=1

nd
X

Bj (dj (th ))

(8)

j=1

In one-sided markets, the objective is to minimize the production cost subject to constraints in (4). The production cost can
be formulated as a function of generation bids. If incremental
costs are used for bidding:
Min HSC =

ng
X
i=1

gi (th ) (ai gi (th ) + bi )

(9)
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This optimization is also subjected to the short-term constraints calculated over the desirable CCRT period and if its total revin (3). The congestion cost is defined as the difference between enue would be larger than its investment cost; this project would
social costs under two dispatching strategies with and without be identified as a profitable one.
line capacity limits [20]:
C

Optimization Method

CC(th ) = {Min HSC|3.a−3.d } − {Min HSC|3.a−3.c } (10) Generally, it is impossible to obtain an optimal solution for all
objectives which are defined and optimized in (1), (2), and (9)
The annual congestion costs and load curtailments should be are optimized. The concept of pareto optimality (also known
calculated hourly. However, for reducing the computational ef- as non-inferiority or non-dominancy) is used to characterized
fort, a simple accurate method will be used based on the Load solutions to multi-objective problems. Qualitatively, a nonDuration Curve (LDC) concept [1].
dominated solution of a multi-objective problem is the one
According to the reliability constraints, the transmission sys- by which any improvement of one objective function can be
tem should serve the total load of the system without any load achieved only at the expense of degrading the others. A set
curtailment in normal and under n-1 contingency condition of non-dominated solutions composes a region which is called
[21]. Here only the adequacy criterion is used in the proposed non-dominated set or trade-off region [1].
methodology while the n-1 criterion can be easily incorporated There is a range of mathematical and evolutionary algorithms
in the formulation [2]. For calculating the amount of load cur- for finding non-dominated solutions of a multi-objective optitailment in normal operation, virtual generators are modeled at mization problem. Genetic algorithm in general, has an inhereach load bus. Loads will be curtailed if the re-dispatch of real ent capability to handle non-linear, non-convex, and mixed ingenerators cannot eliminate transmission overloads:
teger optimization problems effectively [22]. The genetic-based
X X
NSGA II is one of the best efficient tools to solve complex
LC =
rk (ty )
(11)
multi-objective optimization problems [23, 24], and is used in
ty ∈T k∈Ωb
the proposed strategy.
By defining a large penalty factor (pf) for the LC, final non- The main idea of NSGA II is to sort a solution population into
dominated solutions will have a zero load curtailment in all ex- a number of non-dominated fronts. The detailed description
of this algorithm can be found in [1, 2]. For finding adequate
pansion plans. Thus, final solutions will be all adequate ones.
solutions through the optimization process, Load Curtailment
B B. Maximizing Absorbed Merchant Investment
should be added to all three objectives with a large penalty facThe planning strategy should incentivize private sector to in- tor. Also, the third objective (maximizing absorbed merchant
vest in transmission expansion projects. This objective could be investment) should be converted to a minimization objective.
achieved by considering private investors requirements in trans- Hence, the final objective functions would be:
mission planning. Thus the third proposed objective defined
M in f1 + pf.LC
in this study is maximizing absorbed merchant investment by
M in f2 + pf.LC
(14)
searching for profitable expansion projects.
M in − 1 × f3 + pf.LC
There are many techniques for measuring the profitability of an
investment. Rate of Return and Capital Cost Recovery Time are
the most convenient ones. In infrastructure projects with long Adding the load curtailment to all objective functions will guaroperational life, revenues could not be predicted over the project antee solutions adequacy i.e. zero load curtailment. Fig. 1
lifetime because of uncertainties. Thus we use the capital cost shows the codification of solutions used in this study [25]. In
recovery time period as the profitability index (CCRT). There- this codification, each solution is represented by a t × l matrix
fore, profitable projects are those have a CCRT period smaller corresponding to t planning stages and l right-of-ways (existing
than a pre-specified time period, desirable CCRT. The third ob- and new right-of-ways). The matrix values show the number of
jective function would be the NPV of the investment cost of new lines added to the corresponding right-of-way. For examprofitable projects. The third objective function can be formu- ple, Fig. 1 shows that two new circuits are added in right-of-way
1-2 in stage one and one circuit is also added to this right-of-way
lated as:
in stage two.
X X
cij nij (ty )
(12) Since the decision on additional branches in each stage depends
Max f3 =
(ty −T0 )
on the decision made in the previous stage, in this study, the
(1
+
D)
ty ∈T (i,j)∈Ωf
matrix rows will be joined to form a vector of length in the reWhere Ωf is the set of profitable transmission lines. The rev- production process. This technique was shown to have a better
enue of transmission lines are calculated based on MW-Mile convergence behavior in several test runs [1].
methodology:
fij × Rij

D

Final Decision Making

Revenue =
(13) The solution to the multi-objective problem is not unique and
(ty −T0 )
some kind of subjective judgment by the planner as a decision
ty ∈T (1 + D)
maker should be added to the quantitative analysis. Because of
Where Rij is the transmission tariff in $/MWh-Mile. For each similarity of fuzzy decision-making to human subjective reasontransmission project in a solution, NPV of its revenue will be ing, the fuzzy satisfying method is used for selecting the final
X
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Figure 1: Codification of solutions.

solution in this study [1, 2].
In the fuzzy satisfying method, a strictly monotonically decreasing and continuous membership function for representing the
satisfaction level is assigned to each objective [26]. The value
of membership function indicates what extend a solution is satisfying the decision maker about the objective fi . The decision maker is fully satisfied with the objective value of fi (X) if
µfi (X) = 1, and not satisfied at all if µfi (X) = 0.
This membership function can be defined linearly as:

0


fi (X) > fimax
 f max − f (X)
i
i
min
fi ≤ fi (X) ≤ fimax (15)
µfi (X) =

fimax − fimin

fi (X) < fimin

1
After defining each membership function, the decision maker is
asked to choose the desirable level of achievement (satisfaction
level/ reference value) of each objective µri . The final solution is obtained using a decision analysis technique such as the
distance metric method:
min

X∈Φ

3
X

p

|µri − µf i (X)|

(16)

i=1

where 1 ≤ p < ∞ . This formulation would minimize the
p-norm deviations from satisfaction levels. The trade-off between objectives that derived by NSGA II could help the decision maker to select reasonable satisfaction levels while this
information will not be available if a priori method is used for
solving the multi-objective problem. By applying methods like
the one in [27], planners can incorporate stakeholders relative
importance and their preferences in the decision making process.
E

Proposed Algorithm

Initially, the first population which is a set of randomized
alternative solutions is produced. For each alternative in the
population, the NPV of investment, congestion costs and load
curtailment will be calculated through the planning horizon
using a series of standard quadratic optimizations. Also, for
each candidate line in each solution, the NPV of its revenue is
calculated over the desired capital cost recovery time period. In
each solution, all candidates which their total revenue is larger
than their investment cost will be identified as profitable candidates. The NPV of sum of profitable candidates investment cost
would be the absorbed merchant investment of that solution.
The NSGA II sorts the solutions according to their objective

values, reproduces them using the best ones, and sends the
new population to the next iteration. The iterative process will
be terminated if it reaches the maximum number of allowed
iterations or it cannot find any new non-dominated solution in a
predefined number of successive iterations.
Finally, the planner will be asked to define his/her satisfaction
levels and by applying the fuzzy satisfying method, the final
solution will be obtained. As it can be seen in the above
process, the proposed algorithm searches the solution space
to find cost effective, market driven and profitable solutions
simultaneously. Thus, the final solution would satisfy different
stakeholders requirements and goals. Please note that other
objectives such as maximization of consumers or producers
surplus [28] or cost of transmission losses [29] could be easily
incorporated into the algorithm. These objectives could be
added as new ones or combined with the first objective that
presented in this study.

IV

C ASE S TUDY

The proposed algorithm was implemented in MATLAB environment with the MATPOWER optimal power flow functions.
The planning horizon is assumed to be 15 years divided into
three five-year stages. It is also assumed that GENCOs bid
functions (incremental costs) will not change during the planning horizon (this assumption may not be valid for a practical
network but the issue of bid forecasting is beyond the scope of
this report).
The proposed method is applied to the IEEE 24-bus test shown
in Fig. 2. Network data of this system can be found in [2, 30].
Revenue rate of transmission lines is define according to their
investment cost and by assuming the rate of return of 16%. It
is assumed that the system should be expanded for future conditions with the generation and load demand increased by 2.2
times their original values, i.e., load level of 6720 MW and generation level of 7490 MW. These conditions correspond to load
incremental rate of 5% per year within 15 years planning horizon.
It is assumed that the candidate branches can be constructed in
all 34 existing right-of-ways plus 10 new right-of-ways which
their data can be found in [2]. The parameters of new branches
in the existing right-of-ways are the same as the parameters of
the existing branches in those right-of-ways. Up to three and
up to two branches can be installed in the existing and in the
new corridors, respectively, limited by environmental considerations. In substations up to four power transformers can be installed. It is also assumed that the desirable capital cost recovery
time period is 6 years based on industry experience [12]. Considering objective functions defined in (14) and with population
size of 200 and after 185 iterations (these parameters are tuned
after several runs of the developed program in MATLAB), 187
non-dominated solutions were found by the proposed algorithm.
Fig. 3 shows these non-dominated solutions. Due to difficulty
of effectively displaying a non-dominated set in a three dimensional space, three trade-off graphs are used.
The trade-offs depicted in Fig. 3 could help the decision maker
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(a) Trade-off between NPV of investment cost and congestion cost

Figure 2: IEEE 24 bus test system.

to find the best compromise solution. Fig 3-a shows that for an
specific amount of investment cost (e.g. between $13M up to
$23M), there are two sets of solutions, those with very low absorbed merchant investment and others with an acceptable level
of absorbed merchant investment. Thus, the planner as a decision maker, based on its own requirements and objectives, can
find the most appropriate solution. For applying the fuzzy satisfying method presented in section IV, the planner should select
maximum and minimum for each objective. These values could
be easily obtained from non-dominated solutions. For example:
Fig. 3 obviously indicates that it is obvious that the minimum
of congestion cost and absorbed merchant investment is zero.
Also the planner should select its desirable satisfaction levels.
Assume that the planner selects the following satisfaction levels
(reference values) for each objective:
• µr1 = 0.8 for minimizing of investment cost
• µr2 = 0.4 for minimizing of congestion cost
• µr3 = 0.8 for maximizing absorbed Merchant investment
With the above reference levels and using the 2-norm method
(p=2 in (16), the final solution could be obtained by applying
the fuzzy satisfying method. This optimal solution is presented
in Tables 1 and 2. Please note that above reference levels means
that the planner is more concern about merchant investment than
congestion cost. In the final solution, six new branches are proposed while four of them are profitable. Table II shows that
the final solution needs $18.1M investment while only the 23%

(b) Trade-off between NPV of investment cost and absorbed merchant investment

(c) Trade-off between NPV of absorbed merchant investment and congestion
cost.

Figure 3: Non-dominated solutions.
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Table 1: Optimal Solution (New Propoosed Branches).

Stage 1
8-9

Stage 2
14-16, 6-8 and 16-17

Stage 3
1-5 and 2-6

Table 2: Overall Optimal Solution (Objective Values (Million $).

NPV of
Investment Cost
18.1

NPV of
Congestiont
0.2

NPV of Absorbed
Merchant Investment
13.8

of this investment should be supplied by the regulatory entity
(18.1-13.8 = $4.3M). For analyzing the performance of the proposed method, a double objective case optimization has been
conducted considering only the investment cost and congestion
cost. The results of this optimization are shown in Fig. 4. It can
be seen that by increasing the investment, congestion cost will
decrease steadily. Now, for comparing the results of both optimization, assume that the planner is interested in solutions with
zero congestion cost i.e. a full competitive market. Analyzing
the solutions represented in Fig. 3 and 4 shows that the minimum investment cost for a solution with zero congestion cost
is as presented in Table 3 for triple and double objective cases.
The results presented in Table 3 shows that with three objectives
defined in (14), $16.2M of investment required to have a transmission network without any congestion while in double objectives case, the required investment cost is $13.6M. But in three
objectives case, $5.7M of this investment will be absorbed from
the private sector. In other words, the regulatory body (TransCo
or RTO) should invest only 16.2-5.7=$10.5M while in the double objective case the regulator should invest 13.6 M$. Thus, the
proposed strategy can save about $3.1M of the regulatory budget
(13.6-10.5=$3.1M). This is a direct consequence of considering
private sector objectives and requirements in the optimization
model. Results presented in Table 3 shows that the required
regulatory budget will decrease from $13.6M to $10.5M (30%
saving) by considering the merchant investment in the planning
process.
V

C ONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a new strategy for transmission expansion planning is proposed based on central planning approach with different objectives. In this study, the objective of the private sector,
i.e. profitability of merchant transmission projects is formulated
and incorporated in the planning process by applying a multiobjective optimization method. By applying a posterior method
for solving this optimization, the proposed strategy can find out
trade-offs between costs and benefits of alternative solutions. In
contrast to the other methods presented in the literature, the proposed strategy considers both regulatory and private sector requirements in the planning process simultaneously. Minimization of Investment Cost and Congestion Cost and maximization
of Absorbed Merchant Investment is used as objective functions
in this study while other objectives or risk indices can easily be
incorporated into the method. By defining a profitability index,
the proposed method can search the solution space for finding
the most profitable expansion projects. A specialized genetic al-

Figure 4: Trade-off between NPV of investment cost and Congestion
Cost in double objectives case
Table 3: Fnal Solution with Zero Congestion Cost.

NPV Value
(M$)
Investment
Congestion
Absorbed Merchant

Three Objective
Cases
16.2
0.0
5.7

Two Objective
Case
13.6
0
Not Applicable

gorithm (NSGA II) was used to solve the mathematical model
of the expansion planning problem followed by a fuzzy decision making method for determining the best compromise solution which suits the planners preferences and requirements.
The results obtained form the test system show the excellent
performance of the proposed methodology. There are several
ways for expanding the proposed algorithm such as incorporating risk analysis or probabilistic reliability assessment which is
under development by the authors.
VI

A PPENDIX

The symbols which were used in the paper, is illustrated in Table. A-1.
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